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CHAPTER 22

" GOOD

BYE, OLD ARM "

The Domestication of Veterans' Disabilities
in Civil War Era Popular Songs
DEVIN BURKE

o@

IN October of 1863, two years into the Civil War, a short editorial titled "Empty Sleeves"
appeared on the front page of the Staunton Spectator.1 It addressed a question that
had become familiar in the wake of the war's unprecedented violence; namely, how to
encounter, or how to look at (in both the literal and figurative senses), the quickly grow•
ing population of veterans whose injuries marked them as "disabled:' This question
could be cause for considerable anxiety in able-bodied Americans whose beliefs were
shaped by Victorian and muscular Christian values.

EMPTY SLEEVES
The Lynchburg Republican aptly remarks that we frequently see passing
along our streets, silent mementoes of heroism. They are empty sleeves
dangling by the sides of war-worn privates. We never look upon the possessor of one of these empty sleeves, but to our mind's eye arises the sight
ofa venerated mother seated at the stoop, with knitting in hand and spectacles on nose, stopping to wipe away a te.i.r at the thought of her darling
boy with one arm. And the poor fellows hobbling along on crutches with
only one leg spared to them- they nre objects of tender sympathy to the
whole people. Doubt it not, ye soldiers, who probably miss the sympathies
ofhome. All look upon you as heroes.:?.
TI1e anonymous author of this editorial presents an understanding of looking at the disabled veteran that simultaneously celebrates and marginalizes. "All look upon you as
heroes," the author asserts, and not without cause. At home, however, disabled veterans
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faced an uncertain social sliltus. As the emphasis on the veterans' mothers and the reference to "her darling boy" in the editorial illustrate, disabled veterans were often treated
as feminized and infantilized. The veterans also had to negotiate new identities within
the category of "disabled"; for example, as one can infer from the editorial, amputated
arms and amputated legs had different social meanings, and missing an arm or leg or
both placed a veteran into distinct social categories.3
lhe impetus for the editorial in the ironically titled Spedator is the frequent sightings of amputee veterans in public spaces, and for the editorial's author, these present
a visual disturbance. In Lennard Davis's terms, the disability encounter presents to the
able-bodied viewer "a disruption in the visual, auditory, or perceptual field as it relates
to the power of the gaze"; such a disruption "must be regulated, rationalized, contained" in some way that is culturally conditioned (Davis 1995, 129). What the editorial describes-and in a sense prescribes- is an act of active staring. Garland-Thomson
2009 defines this type of staring as a "goal-driven stare," a staring behavior that seeks to
"impose a logical narrative on what at first glance" appears incomprehensible (21). In a
goal-driven staring encounter, the starer focuses on visual cues that render the object of
the stare, or the "stareet comprehensible to the starer. These visual cues summon familiar narratives that the starer uses to categorize the staree, and in this case, the empty
sleeve and the crutch serve this function, metonymically signifying the veterans and
summoning to the starer's mind sentimental and patriotic narratives ofloss, love, and
self-sacrifice.
In this essay, I consider what happened when veterans with disabilities were made the
subjects of popular songs. Although songs about death, mothers, and sweethearts back
home were the most common sentimental themes in Civil War era sheet music, some
of the songs translated encounters with disabled veterans into musical performances
and transformed the disabled soldier from a silent memento of heroism into a musical one. In George Cooper and S. L. Coe's "Old Arm, Good Bye," for example, a soldier
awakens from a chloroform-induced sleep and calls out for his amputated right arm to
be brought to him so that he can sing to it a love ballad of his thanks and praises. This
particular song is discussed in some detail later. I begin this essay by providing broad
context for these songs; then, I consider how performances of the songs in middle-class
homes domesticated the disability encounter and dramatized the complicated relationships between a disabled veteran and his family and community; and finally, I look at
three songs that portray different types ofdisability encounters.
The image of the disabled veteran as presented across these songs was in some ways
quite specific. No other disability was more remarked on by the public and by veterans themselves than a missing limb (Marten 1011, 78), and this explains why there were
more songs about amputee veterans than about veterans with any other type of disability. The blind veteran was the second most common subject for popular songs, and these
songs warrant future study for the ways in which they map conventional musical and
literary representations ofblind (often orphan) children onto blind veterans. Due to the
limitations of space, however, I have chosen to focus discussion on songs that portray
amputee veterans.
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This essay also concentrates on songs about veterans with amputated arms because
these songs appeared more frequently than songs about veterans with amputated legs.
Already by the Civil War, wooden legs carried associations with comic characters,
as seen in Charles Dickens's novels. and diabolical, tormented individuals, as most
famously represented by Captain Ahab. Such associations were inconsistent with the
patriotic sentimentality of the typical song about amputee veterans. In addition, amputated legs were more easily concealable by prosthetics and trousers, making the empty
sleeve a more unambiguously visible emblem ofdisability for songwriters. Another fac~
tor may have been that arms were more closely associated with the symbolic acts of war.
Feet were good for "tramp, tramp, tramping," but arms held flags and weapons. Judith
White McGuire, a Virginia woman who published her diary after the war, wrote the following in an 1862 entry on tending to the wounded: "Thank God," said a man with his
leg amputated, "that it was not m}' right arm, for then I could never have fought again; as
soon as this stump is well I shall join Stuart's cavalry; I can ride with a wooden leg as well
as a real one" {McGuire 1868, 120).

SONGS ABOUT AMPUTEE VETERANS
IN CONTEXT
Walt Whitman grimly wrote in the New York Times in 1864, "as this tremendous war goes
on . .. every family has directly or indirectly some representative among this vast army
of the wounded and sick." Ofthe estimated 80,000 operations that were performed over
the course of the war, 60,000 resulted in amputation. Fifteen thousand soldiers died
during surgery, and the remaining 45,000, both Union and Confederate, returned home
as amputees (Figg and Farrell-Beck 1993, 454). The vast army of wounded men that
Whitman described numbered more than 200,000 soldiers who bore some kind of disability by war's end. All of their wounds- large and small, visible and invisible- forced
Americans to confront fundamental questions about who they were: What abilities. or
type of body, or body parts, does one need to have to be considered a whole person? To
be considered a man or a woman? A moral person? A hero?
These questions played out in popular culture through photography, literature, and
music. One objective ofthis essay is to contribute to recent scholarship on photographic
and literary depictions of Civil War amputee veterans by adding music to the discus.
sion.4 This recent scholarship includes analyses ofthe role of photography and literature
in shifting notions of disability during and after the war. A scholar who bears partku•
tar mention is David Serlin; his work has shown that Mthrough the public circulation
of photographic images and verbal descriptions of veteran amputees, we begin lo see
the formation of arbitrary (though no less hierarchical) categories for thinking about
disability itself" (Serlin 2006, 54). Similarly, the representation of veteran amputees in
popular songs illustrated the emergence ofnew cultural scripts for disabled veterans.
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Year

Title

Music/Lyrics

Pub~sher

1862

David A. Warden/Bavard Tayler

J. E. Gould, Philadelphia

1863
1863
1865
1863

The Doctor's Ca II A:>lka
Just After the Battle
Good·bv, Old Arm!
The Blind Soldier's lamet1t

1864

The Empty Sleeve

1864

Tenting on theDfdCamp
Ground
21 st Regiment Veterans
Reserve Corps Quickstep
Dear Wife, rm With You
OnccAgain
Dear Mother, rm Wounded
The Wounded Boy at
Kenesaw
Shall We Let our Soldiers
Perish?
When the Bays Come Home
The Waris Over. Darling Kate
The One Arm and One Leg
Soldier
Good Bye, o:d Arm!
The Empty Sleeve

WiQiam Leigh
Frank Wilder
MattGebler
Avanelle L Holmes (arr. George
Root}
David Woods/Rl!V. Edward
C.Jones
Rudolph Wittig
George Root
Phifip Phillips/The BHnd Poetess
Edgar G. Spinning/Mrs. A. B.
Lathrop
Henry Badger/David Barker
(orig. 1862 poem)
Walter Kittredge

W.A. Pond and Co. New York
Henry S. Tolman, Boston
J. H.Johnson, Philadelphia
RooHtCady, Chicago

1862

General Scott and Corporal
Johnson
l'mBlindl
The Invalid Corps
The Invalid Corps
Will You Wed Mc Now rm
Lame?
The Wounded Soldier

1863
1B63
1863?
1863

1864?
1865
1865
1865

@

1865?
1865
1865
1865
1865
1866
1866
1866
1874
1882

1884
1B90
1B90
1B91
1B91

Veteran's Polka
Old Arm, Good Bye
The Empty Sleeve March
The Crutch Et The Empty
Sleeve;or, the Old
Soldier's Reward
The Crutch Polka
The Veteran's Emblem
G.A.R.
A Poor Did Union Soldier
That's What He Did For His
Country

T. Myers, Philadelphia
W.R. Smith, Philadelphia
Root Et Cady, Ch[cago
John Church, Cincinnati
W.A. Pond, New York
W.W. Whitney, Toledo, OH
Oliver Ditson, Boston

J.A. Reinhard, Bandmaster
of21'1 Reg.
Frank Ray

W,A. Pond. New York

Clarence Edwards/J. M. M.
J.P. Webster/Granville M.
Ballard
J. Henry Wo!sieffer/ Thomas
MacKellar
J.A. Butterfield/Robert Morris

G, 0. Russell, Boston
Root Et Cady, Chicago

M. B.ladd
Various ve~ons ascribed to
different sotdicr.authors
Gen..W. H. Hayward
Rev.J. W. Dadmun/Mrs. P.A.
Hanaford
Charles Bach
S. L CoeJGeorgc Cooper
D. LDowning
Whittiker Brothers

PaulFavart
William Henry White
E. P. Chadwick
W. M. M.Glenraf
William C. Robcv

Balmer&Wdler. Stl.olllis

@

King Et Baird, Philaddphia
John Churdl, Cincinnati
W. R. Smith, Philadelphia
Broadside published in different
cities
Gco,ge Wil6g, Baltimore
Oliver Ditson, Boston

0

Bach Et Kuschbcrt, Milwaukee
H. M. Higgin~ Chicago
Oliver Ditson. Boston
Spear & Dehnhoff, New York

John Church, Cincinnati
William Uoyd Bowron, New Voit.
C.J. Whitncv, Detroit
W. B. Gray Et Co. New York
onver Dltson. Boston

FIGURE 22.1 Selected Northern songs ,md Instrumental pieces that feature or recognize dis•
abled veterans, 1861• 1891
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The table in Figure 22.1 shows a list of selected songs that featured or recognized vet•
erans with disabilities between 1861 and 1891. Most ofthese songs were published during
the war, and all were published in the North. This essay limits discussion to Northern
songs in part because oflimitations of space, but also because the North published many
more songs of all kinds than the South. Furthermore, the wounded veteran was a less
common subject in the poetry and songs of the South; this may be due in part to differ•
ences in subject matter between Southern and Northern songs.$ Another factor may
be that the North had greater numbers of soldiers and consequently sent home greater
numbers of disabled veterans.
The Civil War produced a mountain of music. Estimates are that between nine and
ten thousand war-related songs were published in the North, and between six and seven
hundred songs were published in the South between 1861 and 1866 (McWhirter 2012,
16). The songs in Figure 22,1represent a small subset of the total corpus of songs printed
during this time. Most of the songs that concerned wounded soldiers focused only on
the fatally wounded soldier; as Heaps writes, "scarcely one melody gives hope of survival" (Heaps and Heaps 1960, 181). The wounded soldier who lived was a comparatively
rare subject for popular songs, and according to Heaps. songwriters may have turned to
the topic of death more often because it presented a more pitiful song subject than sur•
viva) (181). The emphasis on dead and dying soldiers in popular songs also reflects the
reality that more soldiers- an estimated 620,000- met with death than with disability.6
Out of the total casualties, two-thirds died not from battle wounds but from disease due
to poor conditions in the camps and unsanitary medical practices.
The general uncertainty about the cultural status of veterans with disabilities also
undoubtedly contributed to the relative dearth of songs about these soldiers. This
uncertainty was amplified to the extent that it was unanticipated, since few could have
predicted the unprecedented level ofviolence and numbers ofdisabled veterans. During
and after the war, soldiers with disabilities occupied a nebulous role in rhetorical, visual,
and musical representations of war. The future of the disabled soldier was inevitably
complicated in comparison with the fallen soldier whose fate was sealed. Consequently,
the image of the disabled soldier was consistently complex, ambiguous, limited, or
simply omitted in popular culture. As Alan Trachtenberg writes, photographs of disabled Civil War soldiers were problematic and disturbing because they "disclose the
most immediate and least comprehensible of war's facts, that it is waged on tangible
human flesh and inscribed in pain- the living wounded body as the final untellable
legend" (Trachtenberg 1989, 117-u8). This brings to mind Elaine Scarry's observation
about warfare: ~111e central activity of war is injuring and the central goal in war is to
out-injure the opponent ... [and yet) the fact of injuring tends to be absent from strategic and political descriptions of war" (Scarry 1985, 12). The fact that there were only dozens rather than hundreds of songs about disabled veterans points to a pattern of erasure
regarding the popular image of the disabled veteran. This was a pattern that continued
in later wars. eventually becoming an official policy during World War II, when the US
War Department worked to purge popular media of all disturbing images of wounded
soldiers (Serlin 2006, 51).
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DOMESTICATING THE DISABILITY
ENCOUNTER
During the war, songs about amputee veterans created opportunities for individuals to encounter fictionalized disabled veterans in a domestic space and in the guise of
a familiar form of entertainment.' The musical vocabularies of these songs are nothing if not formulaically sentimental: tropes such as lilting melodies, formatas on
emotionally charged words and at the ends of verses, and abrupt switches to minor
harmonies to underline particularly pitiful imagery are common to thousands of other
nineteenth-century songs. These conventions represent a kind ofmusical domestication
of the disability encounter. In a sense, these songs normalize lhese encounters through
familiar aural signifiers that translate the encounter into a typical middle-class household performance.
Given the omnipresence of music in America in the 1860s, songs about amputee veterans likely reached a wider audience than photographs of amputee veterans, which
were only in limited public circulation during the war. Women at home were the pri•
mary demographic for these songs, as sentimental songs about soldiers and the emo•
tional toll of battle were not popular song subjects within military camps (Heaps and
Heaps 196o, 169). One officer, S. Millet Thompson of the 13th New Hampshire, expressly
forbade the performance of Mpathetic" or "plaintive" tunes in his camp for fear that it
would dishearten the men (George 2012, 2). As the war drew on and more disabled veterans returned home, popular literature increasingly began to portray young women as
uniquely sensitive and well suited to helping the men and other members of the community (Padilla 2007, 170). A number of songs took up this theme explicitly, and the
most popular was "Will You Wed Mc Now I'm Lame, Love?'' Another notable example,
"Dear Wife fm with You Once Again; will be considered in more detail later.
Many ofthe stories about disabled veterans in popular literature featured situations
in which a woman helped a veteran by effectively becoming the prosthetic for his lost
limb. For example, an 1865 piece in Harper~ Weekly tells the story of Captain Harry
Ash and his sweetheart, Edna Ackland. During the Captain's absence, Edna learns
how to drive horse and buggy, knowing that Harry's amputated arm means that he
will be helpless to drive himself. Upon his homecoming, Harry is appalled at Edna's
display of independence and ashamed that she is forced to become so unwomanly;
however, after she explains that she only learned to drive for her new role as caretaker,
they again understand one another and decide to marry. The story ends with a careful analysis of the couple's dependence on each other, reassuring the reader that even
in such a relationship, traditional gender roles can be maintained: "Her hands guide
the reins, and he sits with his empty sleeve beside her. Yet, for all that, his eye is on the
road and his voice guides her; so that, in reality, she is only his left hand, and he, the
husband, drives." Accompanying the story was an illus1ration by Winslow Homer (see
Figure 22.2).
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Watering Place- The Empty Sleeve at Newport." Harper's Weekly, Aug.
1865, 532. Illustration by Winslow Homer.
FIGURE 11.2 MOur

26,

Although few of the songs about veterans with empty sleeves allude to the female's
prosthetic role as caretaker, this gendered relationship would have been implicit in performance. Very likely a woman ofthe household would have performed the piano part,
in which case the use of her two hands would have made her able-bodiedness a meaningful part of the performance. The combination oflyrics about a man who has lost his
arm and a woman playing with the use ofboth of hers would have musically dramatized
the veteran's new dependence on the members of his house and community.
Unlike driving, playing the piano was strongly identified with women of middle-class
homes, and musical performance was a natural way for women to assert their roles
as caretakers. The piano itself was viewed as an instrument that served the health and
well-being of the family. From a young age, girls were taught to use musical entertainment al home to distract men from the burdens of their duties and to keep boys out of
temptation. According to Ruth Solie, the piano was both an instrument of leisure and
a key part of the domestic space because "music was necessary to society, not as mere
entertainment but (in the well-regulated and enlightened nineteenth-century home) as
a sort of combination spiritual therapy and mental hygiene" (Solie 2004, 95). Given the
perception of women as more sensitive and expressive than men, the piano was seen as
emblematic of, and the primary outlet for, these feminine qualities.
Most of the songs discussed in this essay were written for women to sing, and feature
vocal lines in a midlevel female register with easily singable melodies. Performances of
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these songs in whkh women sang the lyrics would have further underlined the woman's
role as surrogate for the disabled veteran. This would have been especially true for a song
like "Good Bye, Old Arm!" an 1865 setting based on the same story portrayed in "Old
Arm. Good Bye." lhc lyrics are written in the voice of the soldier, and the song would
have allowed the woman to assume his identity in performance.
These performances activaled complex webs of prosthetic relationships. The notion
of"prosthesis" has a long and complicated history in critical discourse,8 but in this con•
text, Mitchell and Snyder's theory of "narrative prosthesis" offers analytical insight.
According to the lheory, disability is a ubiquitous element in literature and has long
functioned as a kind of narrative crutch that enables other elements of a narrative
(Mitchell and Snyder 2000). For example. in Dickens's A Christmas Carol, the narrative
role of Tiny Tim is to serve as a metaphorical crutch for Scrooge, enabling Scrooge to
awaken his charitable spirit and achieve redemption. Disabled characters also enable,
or shore up, notions of normalcy and able-bodiedness by representing that which is
different.
The logic of narrative prosthesis informs the performances of the songs about amputee veterans on multiple levels. On one level, the disability of the veteran enables a narrative about personal self-sacrifice and patriotism. That self-sacrifice, in turn, enables a
narrative of the health and wholeness of the Union, which is supported by the fortitude
of its parts, namely, its soldiers. The veteran's sacrifice becomes a metaphorical prosthetic for the nation, and this logic of subslilulion (the soldier's body for the nation's
body) is frequently made explicit in the songs' lyrics. For example, in General William
Hayward's 1865 version of"Good Bye, Old Arm:' the lyrics are written in the voice ofthe
amputee veteran addressing his lost arm, and they include the lines "But I don't regret
the loss,/ Although torn from off my side; / I resign you, for the Union / lhat the States
should not divide."9
On another level, the songs enable the narrative of the sympathetic and caretaking
woman. By performing the songs, a female pianist would assume the role ofa prosthetic
for the amputee's missing hand; yet simultaneously, the amputee veteran would become
a narrative prosthetic, representing the disability element that supports the woman's
comparative able• bodiedness. In other words, a woman's performance in a caretaking
capacity involved both submission to the needs of a veteran and the assertion of power
over a veteran. These symmeUical prosthetic relationships are complicated further by
the nineteenth-century belief that women by definition were not whole or able-bodied
relative to men. As Sarah S. Jain argues, the notion that a disabled body can serve as
a prosthesis to other bodies that are stereotypically considered not "whole" (i.e., raced
bodies, aged bodies, gendered bodies) or vice versa illustrates the intricacies of identity
politics in prosthetic theory (Jain l999, 48).
One way to understand the cultural scripts that are enacted in these songs is through
_Siebers's concept of "disability drag;• or the performance of disability by able-bodied
individuals (Siebers 2008). The exemplary cases in twentieth-century media are
the ubiquitous instances of able-bodied actors taking roles of people with disabilities: Dustin Hoffman in Rain Man (1988), Sean Penn in I Am Sam (2002), Michael Sheen
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and Ron Livingston in Music Within ( 2ooi ), and Colin Firth in 11,e King~ Speech ( 2010)
are just a few examples. For Siebers, performances of disability drag ultimately repress
disability and affirm the ideology of ability because they call attention more to the
able-bodied actor's perfonnance than to the lived experience of a disabled individual
(114- 115). There are potentially positive ramifications lo these performances, but gener•
ally they are problematic. He explains:
The advantage of disability drag is that it prompts audiences to embrace disability.
Its disadvantage is that disability appears as a fac;ade overlaying able-bodiedness.
The use of able-bodied actors, whose bombastic performances represent their
able~bodiedness as much as their pretense of disability, not only keeps disability out
ofpublic view but transforms its reality and its fundamental characteristics. (116)

Siebers's assessment of disability drag can be productively applied to songs about
amputee veterans songs. The advantage of these songs was that they invited Civil War
era Americans to be sympathetic to returning disabled veterans. At the same time, one
could argue that these songs masked the experience ofdisabled veterans in several ways.
The performance of the songs by able-bodied performers substituted two different
voices- the lyricist's absent voice, present in the text, and the singer's voice, present in
the room- for the voice of the disabled veteran. In addition, the songs were marketed to
able-bodied consumers, not to the veterans themselves.1 Furthermore, one could argue
that the songs grafted imagined veterans' voices onto sentimental lyrical and musical
conventions. Such a blanket argument, however, glosses over the variety and nuances in
the representations ofdisabled veterans.
While most of the songs about amputee veterans were written by men, several of the
songs contained lyrics by women, written in the voice of the veteran. u In 1864, for example, the prolific lyricist Fanny Crosby (also known as the Blind Poetess) wrote the words
to "Good-by, Old Arm" based on the same story that inspired the songs by Hayward
and Cooper/Coe. Her version, which was printed in Cincinnati, Chicago, Boston, and
Philadelphia, significantly alters the details of the disability encounter. The soldier in
the song does not see, but rather hears his ann's "doom:' One wonders if the change
might have implied that the soldier had been blinded in addition to losing a limb, or if it
reflects the Blind Poetesss own disability and her personal choice to replace sight with
sound in the well-known story.
The same publishing consortium also published a song titled ~The Empty Sleeve" in
1866 with music by Reverend J. W. (John William) Dadmun and lyrics by Phebe Ann
Coffin Hanaford.12 The song was printed in both Boston and New York in addition to the
cities mentioned above. The broad circulation of the song may have been due in part to
Hanaford's notoriety as a writer, activist, and minister. In the year prior, Hanaford had
published her Life of Abraham Linrol,i. It was the first biography of Lincoln published
after his assassination, and the book sold 20,000 copies. Hanaford was also known as
one of the first female ministers in America, as an abolitionist, and as a leading voice in
the growing women's rights movement (Tetrault 2002).
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Unlike Henry Badger's 1864 song Kl11e Empty Sleeve" - which set a poem by David
Barker, as I discuss at the end of this essay- Dadmun and Hanaford's "l11e Empty
Sleeve" was inspired by a steel engraving of the same name. The engraving had been
released in New York and Boston that year and quickly became a widely circulated piece
of Civil War popular iconography. The lyrics render the two-dimensional engraving
into a four-verse song about an anonymous amputee veteran explaining to a young boy
the origins and meaning of the empty sleeve as a "badge ofbravery and honor:·
Although these songs may have been written primarily for women, men were not
wholly excluded from the intended audience. Cooper and Coe's "Old Arm, Good Bye;
for example, was advertised as "A Beauliful Ballad for Bass, Baritone, or Contralto voice"
and features a low, simple melody with a r.inge of only an octave. Other songs, such as
"Dear Wife, I'm with You Once Again," contain choruses for male quartet. In fact, the
lyrical contents of many of these songs would have been familiar to any veteran who had
spent time in an army hospital. During the Civil War, many hospitals began printing
their own newspapers with titles such as 11,e Cripple, 111e Crrttcll, and the Armory Square
Hospital Gazette.U Most of these papers were published primarily for convalescing sol•
diers, who were encouraged to submit their own content. Many men did contribute, and
often these contributions were creative responses to the author's experiences of disability. For example, the following poem appeared in an 1863 issue of the West Philadelphia
Hospital Register.14 According to the editorial note, it was attributed to "a soldier in a
hospital at New Haven, who lost a leg in the battle at Fair Oaks":

LE.G. ot1 my lcg.15
Good teg, thou wast a faithful friend,
And truly hast thy duty done;
I th.ink thee most thatto the endThou didst not let this body run.
Strange par:idox! that in the fight,
Where I, ofthee, was thus bereft,
I lost the left leg for the "Right"
And yet the right's the one that's left!
But while the sturdy stump remains,

I may be able yet to p:itch it,
For even now I've taken pains,
To make an L.E.G. to match it.
As this poem shows, the act ofanthropomorphizingand addressing one's own lost limb

was not unique to a song like "Old Ann, Good Bye." Poetic devices like these were used
by soldiers to deal with their newly disabled status through humor and sometimes bitter
i,ony. We know little about music making among soldiers in the hospitals; references to
music are surprisingly rare in the hospital newspapers. Nevertheless, the fact that soldiers
wrote the types oflyrical content that appeared in songs about amputee veterans suggests
the songs did capture some aspects ofthe disabled veteran's voice and experience.
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Still, some voices were unequivocally marginalized in the songs. No references to
African American veterans with disabilities appear at all, their absence reflecting the
sentimental treatment of the disabled veteran. 16 This erasure is particularly striking
when considering the important role of disability in national discussions about race
and enfranchisement during the period. Many white writers and politicians invoked the
image of the African American disabled veteran as proof that African American men
were deserving of civil and political rights, including the right to vote (Padilla 2007,
1n- 182). The sentiment that disability could bridge the racial divide inspired illustrations such as the one shown in Figure 22.3. 1l1is illustration appeared in Harper~ Weekly
in April 1865, just after General Lee's surrender at Appomattox, and depicts two amputee
soldiers, one African American, the other white, greeting each other as equals.
Also significant is the absence in this song repertoire of any reference to disabilities other than those acquired in the act of service. Veterans with disabilities were
viewed as categorically distinct from individuals with nonacquired disabilities
(Garland-Thomson 1997).17 The freak shows represented a more familiar context of
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"A Man Knows a Man.-Give me your hand, Comrade! We have each lost a
Leg for the good cause; but, thank God, we have never lost Heart:• Harper's Weekly, April 22,
1865, 165. Artist unknown.
FIGURE 21.3
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disability for most Americans; as Chemers observes, "by 1863, freaks were so ingr.iined
into American consciousness that the marriage of Tom Thumb shoved news of the
Civil War off the front page of the New York 1imes for three days" (Chemers 2008, 73).
Attendance at freak shows rose during this period, as more and more people among the
working classes became disabled either through the war or through industrial accidents.
Garland-l11omson suggests that "perhaps the heightened anxiety of actual or possible
disablement among [the working class I drove them either toward an encounter with the
physical other as distanced and domesticated or toward sympathetic identification with
the stigmatized body" (Garland-l11omson 1997, 65). It is possible that this heightened
anxiety also drove up demand for songs that domesticated disability encounters.

ENCOUNTERING DISABILITY IN THE
FIELD: "OLD ARM, Goon BYE,, (1866)
George Cooper and S. L. Coe's "Old Arm, Good Bye" presents a disability encounter that
takes place between a man and his arm in a hospital bed far from the domestic space of
home. A score and recording ofthe song are available as Track 22.1 and Track 22. 2 on the
Companion Website.
111e ballad opens with the following two verses:

0

The knife was still, the surgeon bore the shattera arm away:
Upon his bed in painless sleep the noble hero lay:
He woke, but saw the vacant place where limb ofhis had lain.
Then faintly spoke, "Oh let me see my strong right arm again!"
"Good~bye old arm!" the soldier said, as he claspa the fingers cold:
And down his pale but manly cheeks the teardrops gently rolla.
"My strong right arm, no deed ofyours now gives me cause to sigh;
But it's hard to part such trusty friends; Good.by, old arm! Good-by!"

The story told in this song does not give any hint ofthe realities of medical surgery at
the time. Medical supplies, beds, and staff were often scarce; surgeries were commonly
make-do; and fatalities were common. The discovery ofgerms did not happen until after
the war, so contamination and infection were rampant. Surgeons thought nothing of
reusing the same sponges and instruments- which were often caked with mud, blood,
and pus-to clean soldier's wounds. Surgeons also were under pressure to perform
amputations as quickly as possible to meet the medical demand, but amputation was
a complicated procedure, and it was common for surgical procedures to be performed
inadequately.18
The focus of the song is the disability encounter. Above the music, the publisher
printed the story that inspired not only this song but also al least two other musical
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settings. The story was well known, widely circulated, and almost always attributed to a
particular soldier at the Battle of Stones River near Murfreesboro, Tennessee.19 Coe and
Cooper musically dramatize the story quite faithfully, and they underline the centrality
of the moment when the soldier sees his arm. The song exploits the conventional fer.
mata near the end ofthe verse to emphasize its dramatic crllx, pausing on the word "see"
in the first verse.
Affectively, the song evokes a love ballad with a touch of melancholy. The vocal line
begins with a leap up to a half-step sighing gesture, the same sighing gesture that appears
at the beginning of the most popular tear-jerker song of the war, "Weeping, Sad, and
Lonely:' !Is 6/ 8 meter, melody, and accompaniment all recall an older Irish style with
echoes of Oliver Shaw's 1812 setting of Thomas Moore's "Mary's Tears," which was still
in print during the Civil War (Hamm 1983, 98). The piano part also includes fleeting
moments ofltalianate chromaticism that add to the affective angst.
Harmonically, the song moves ambivalently between El, major and C minor. We arrive
at the word "see'' in a moment of uncertainty, on a weakJy tonicized C minor chord. The
music creates the sense ofa soldier who, after seeing his amputated arm, needs a moment
to make sense of what it means to look at it. After the fermata, the music resolves back to
B major, the tempo resumes, and the uncertainty sounds as ifit has been dismissed. The
soldier has consciously and bravely decided that the arm is not something to lament but
to celebrate for its service. For the rest of the song, the soldier sings to his ann as ifit had
become fellow soldier, an old friend.
One way to understand this anthropomorphized arm is in a nineteenth-century
religious context. According to Fahs, "with the coming of war, the wounded, dying,
and dead bodies of soldiers became the vehicle for a new sentimentalism that fused
patriotism and Christianity" (Fahs 2000, 111). In this cultural atmosphere, the story
invited people to relate to the arm as if it were a Christ-like martyr to a patriotic and
divinely supported cause. Without a doubt, some soldiers treated their lost limbs as
akin to holy relics. Over the course of the war, thousands of amputated body parts
were donated by the soldiers who had owned them to the Army Medical Museum.
These limbs were preserved for decades, and veterans could visit the museum to
view them, often finding solace in being able to view their limbs long after they had
been amputated. One of these soldiers was General Daniel Sickles, who lost his leg
when he was hit by a cannon shell in the Peach Orchard at Gettysburg following his
own tactical blunder. After being removed from the field, he had his leg retrieved
and mounted in a casket before donating it to the museum. There it was put on display, and SickJes regularly visited the museum to view his leg for the next fifty years.
Sickles's leg is still on display today at the National Museum of Health and Medicine
near Washington, DC.
This moment of encounter with the amputated limb in the field or in the army hospital carried great cultural significance, and poets and musicians frequently revisited the
moment in stories, poems, and songs about amputees. Sometimes the soldier looked
at his limb, sometimes he chose not to. Walt Whitman chose the latter scenario for his
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poem "The Wound-Dresser; whit:h contains what may be the most famous literary
image of an amputee from the Civil War:
From the stump ofthe arm, the amputated hand,

I undo the clotted lint, remove the slough, WilSh offthe matter and blood,
Back on his pillow the soldier bends with curvcl neck and side-falling he1td,
His eyes are closed, his face is pale, he dares not look on the bloody stump,
And has not yet look<! on it.

ENCOUNTERING DISABILITY
AT HOME: "DEAR WIFE I'M WITH You
ONCE AGAIN" {1865)

9

e

The disability encounter is dramatized differently in Frank Ray's "Dear Wife I'm with
You Once Again." The score and recording for this song are available as Track 22.3 and
Track 22.4 on the Companion Website.
In this song, the wounded husband has returned home to his wife, but he hopes to
influence his wife's encounter with his disability by urging her to remember him as
he was:

®o

Now lam with you once again,
Look not upon this maimed fonn,
Let not the thoughts ofit give pain,
While life remains and love is warm.
To my country I have giv'n a limb.
To my wife I bring an unchang'd heart.

Like Whitman's poem, this song portrays a veteran who is unable to look fully
at and accept his disability. Jn this case, the veteran tries to cope by imagining a
scene of his body as it once was. The music portrays the veteran's melancholic
and lost mental state. The vocal melody begins with the same sighing gesture that
opens "Old Arm, Good Bye· and "Weeping, Sad, and Lonely:' and at the end of each
line of the verse, the singer trails off while a quiet echo of the vocal line sounds in
the piano above. In addition, t he use of 2!4 time and a melody of running eighth
notes matches many of the songs that were most popular among soldiers. These
songs, including Patrick Gilmore's "We Are Coming Father Abra'am:• often were
Irish tunes set to patriotic lyrics. Such jaunty 2/4 marching tunes are nostalgically
recalled in "Dear Wife I'm with You Once Again," but Ray dampens their characteristic rhythmic drive.
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The chorus conjures the memory of the soldier's appearance on the battlefield in helmet and plume with his limb still intact. It has three different sets of lyrics; the first two
are more introspective, and the final chorus addresses the veteran's wife directly:
Chorus 1:
Donn'cl I the helmet and the plume,
And I enrolll:i myself as one.

Chorus 2:
'Tis then when slumber held me fast,
Back, back to thee in dreams Hi stray.
Chorus 3:
Tears should not now your bright eyes dim,
For in this world we will not part

o®

The chorus is sung by the veteran and a trio that echoes the veteran's words in pianissimo, monotone vocal lines. The texture creates an impression of musical time suspended, sounding like a quiet incantation as the soldier tries to resurrect an invisible
image of his past. Perhaps this aural image is meant to remind the listener of an empa•
thetic, collective voice of army comrades, singing from somewhere between the past
and the present. For this veteran, imagination and memory are a way of grappling with
the graphic reality ofhis amputation.
Similarly, many Americans looked to fictional tales or religious belief for answers about
how to make sense ofamputation. "Old Arm, Good Bye!" is a good example because it reads
like a fantasy about a soldier's relationship to his all-but sentient ann. Some veterans took
comfort in the belief that their lost limb would be restored to them in theafterlife. Louisa May
Alcott gave voice to this beliefin her greatly popular 1863 Hospital Sketches. Alcott recounts
a conversation with an amputee soldier who tells her "Lord! What a scramble there'll be for
arms and legs, when we old boys come out ofourgraves, on the Judgment Day; wonder ifwe
shall get our own again? If we do, my leg will have to tramp from Fredericksburg, my arm
from here, and meet my body, whereverit may ben (Alcott [1863l 2006, 24).
In 1866, the Atlantic Monthly printed what became a famous fantastical story about
an army surgeon named George Dedlow who loses all four of his limbs. In the story,
Dedlow declares he is looking forward to "rejoin[ing] the lost members of my corporeal family in another and a happier world." As it turns out, his reunion with his
limbs comes sooner than expected when he encounters them as invisible spirit legs
thanks to a medium-guided seance. In front of a room full of stunned witnesses,
Dedlow rises and walks on his invisible spirit legs, which are wobbly because they
have become inebriated from sitting in alcohol for nine months. This story provides
a tongue-in-cheek answer to the anxiety over how to look at the amputation, because
the amputated legs are present but cannot be seen and therefore cannot visually disturb. "The Case of George Dedlow" became famous because many readers believed it
was true, or at least wished it to be. Shortly after the story appeared in print, droves of
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visitors began to show up at the hospi1al where lhe story was set, asking to visit with
Dr. Dedlow. 20

ENCOUNTERING DISABILITY
SECOND-HAND: "THE EMPTY SLEEVE,, (1864)
Tilere were many songs published in the North with variations of the title "The Empty
Sleeve" and at least one in the South. Probably the best-known version was the song by
Henry Badger, set to an 1862 poem by David Barker. Barker's poem was widely known
by both soldiers and civilians.21 A score and recording for tllis song are available as Track
22.5 and Track 22.6 on the Companion Website.
In three stanzas, Barker surrounds the disability encounter with a Htany of sentimental imagery:
By the moon's pale light to the listening throog.

Let me tdl one tale, let me sing one song;
'Tis a tale devoid of aim or plan,
'Tis a story ofa one-armed man.
Ofone who has bled for a nation's fume,
Tho' a hero who bears but an unknown name,
And till this hour I could neer betieve
What a tell-tale thing is an empty sleeve.
h tells in a silent tone to all,
Ofa country's need and a country's call,
Ofa kiss and a tear, for mother and wife,
Ofa hurried march for a nation's life,
Ofthe camp- the charge- the wild surprise.
Ofthe !onely watch 'neath the midnight skies,
Until this hour, I could Jli!er believe
What a story goes with an empty sleeve.
Tho' it points to a myriad WOWlds and scars.
Yet ii tells ofa Flag with its stripes and stars,
That in God's own chosen ti me shall take
The place ofa rag with a rattle•snake,
And points to the time when our flag shall wave
O'er a land where there breathes no cowering slave,
Up to the skies let us all then heave
One proud hurrah for 1he empty sleeve,
For the one-armed brave with the empty sleeve!

Musically, the song is slightly more challenging for the singer than some of the other
songs in Figure 22.1. The melody features frequent large-interval leaps and a range from
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middle C to F5. 1l1is song is nothing if not conventional, ,md until the fourth line we
could easily mistake it for a typical parlor ballad about love in the pale moonlight. But
as soon as we hear the words "one-armed man; the sentiment is broken, and the flow
of the music is disturbed. Though the narrator's vocal line continues unaffected, the
words "one•armed man" incite a key change and new accompaniment. Soon thereaf~
ter we arrive at the central image of the poem, and with three fermatas, Badger draws
and holds our attention on the image of the empty sleeve. This would have been a slriking moment despite its conventionality; the female singer, lingering over these jarring
words in a performance for a parlor audience, would very likely have opened up a space
for the listeners to think about loved ones or their own losses.
What is most interesting about this song is that the way it frames the amputee musi•
cally has much in common with the Civil War era photographs of disabled veterans.
These are portraits of disabled soldiers that were typical of the time. In each one, the
wounded amputee sits or poses graciously, preserving the genteel conventions of
Victorian portrait photography (see Figure 22.4).22 At the same lime, as Serlin suggests, care is taken to position the amputation in such a way that it is clearly visible, even
central to the frame (Serlin 2006, 54). These portraits were considered expressions of
extreme patriotism in visual form because they display both loss of ability and strength
of self.control and dignity (Serlin 2003, 161).
A song such as "The Empty Sleeve" might have been read in an analogous way.
Through music, the song expresses an underlying message of self-control to the listener.
Although the text describes the tell-tale sight of an amputation as worthy of veneration,
the music tells a different story. In fact, the appearance of the empty sleeve is disruptive
to the music. The song begins and ends in the same way, with running eighth notes and
a flowing, conventional tune. At the fermata, the image of amputation literally stops the
music, but only for a moment as the flow is quickly restored. It is as if the music stops to
stare at the empty sleeve for a moment, regains its composure, and goes about its ~usiness like a dignified Victorian. Implicitly, this song models through music the appropriate manner in which to encounter and understand an empty sleeve as not only a visual
signifier but also an aural and narrative signifier.
Serlin makes one additional point about Civil War photographs of disabled veterans that has relevance to this song and to all three of the songs discussed here. Most
of these photo portraits, Serlin observes, show the disabled veteran as a lone figure,
framing him as an isolated case. In MThe Empty Sleeve," the disabled veteran is not
only isolated, he is not even physically present. He is fully marginalized. He is a hero
with no name, and the able-bodied narrator is more fascinated with the familiar narrative that the empty sleeve summons than with the veteran attached to the empty
sleeve. Indeed, the narrator addresses the empty sleeve as if the sleeve had more to
say than the veteran, and this surely recalls a song like MOid Arm, Good Bye," where
the arm becomes all but anthropomorphized. In "The Empty Sleeve," even the amputated limb has been removed from the picture, and it is only the empty sleeve that
becomes a visible symbol of patriotism, sacrifice, and masculinity. Ironically, in order
to become this symbol, ii has to be metaphorically cut away from the soldier who
carries it.
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CONCLUSION
Each song discussed in this essay offers a particular perspective on an imagined encounter with disability, and the performance of these songs enacted complicated cullural
scripts of gender, disability, and race. Recalling the Staunton Spectator editorial that
opens this essay, the author of that editorial described what Garland•Thomson 2009
defines as goat.driven staring. In an analogous way, these songs encouraged those who
heard or performed them to engage in a kind ofgoal-driven liste11i11g, that is, to use aural
clues in the music to summon familiar narratives (of sentimentality, bravery, love).
Disability has most commonly been considered in visual terms,23 but perhaps certain
notions of the disabled veteran were sonically encoded in these popular songs. As dis+
cussed, the type of disabled veteran that was most commonly featured in popular song
was specifically defined in terms of race and types of disability. The musical and narrative conventions in these songs were specific as well, and they created a framework for
domesticated performances of (select) disabilities. Through these songs, middle-class
Americans could both reassess and reinforce Victorian assumptions about disability in
the horrificwakeoftheCivil War.
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NOTES
1.

2.

I

The Stau11to11 Spectator was a pro-Union newspaper based in Staunton, Virginia, a
mid-siled town that was located roughly equidistant from Washington, DC. and
Richmond, Virginia, the capitnls of the Union and the Confederacy. The divided aUegillnces in Staunton resulted in the unusual situation of two rival newspapers in one town,
one pro-Union and one (the Sta1111ton Vindicator) pro-Confederate.
The Lynchburg Rep11blica11 was a pro-Confederate newspaper in Lynchburg, V1rginia.
Major Robert Henry Glass, the paper's editor, fought for the Confederacy and was an
influential figure in the state. The reference to it in this editorial indicates that the author
implicitly addresses veterans of both sides. Given the Union allegiance of the Spectator,
the author's remarks are directed at least in part toward Union veterans. By praising the
remarks in the pro-Confederate Lynchburg Rcp11blica11, the author seems to suggest that
the heroism of disabled veterans is one issue on which both sides can agree. The visibility and violence of amputation meant that few people would deny the heroism and sacrifice ofamputee soldiers on either side. At the same time, the North and South generally
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understood such sacrifices in different terms. Northern literature and songs that referred
to amputee veterans often appealed to the idea of sacrificing the wholeness of one's body
in order to maintain the wholeness of the Union (some of these songs are discussed in
this paper). Southerners appealed to other values such as loyalty, chivalry, nnd individual
rights as just causes for a soldier's sacrifice.
Early in the war, when the federal government began to give pensions to Union ampu•
tees, the type of amputation determined not only social standing but also the amount of
financial assistance a veteran could e>.-pect. In an effort to mitigate the enormous monetary
burden on the government, Congress authorized specific rewards based not only on what
limb was lost but ruso on how much of that limb a veteran retained. See Padilla 2007, and
Logue and Blanck 2010. Similar cost-cutting measures were employed by the Southern
states in the hierarchy of benefits nllotted to disabled Confederate veterans, who received
much less support than Union veterans. For e.."41mple, see McClurken 2009 for how this
disparity plnyed out in the lives ofVirginians.
Selected sources, in addition to those cited elsewhere in this paper, include Newman 1993;
O'Connor 1997, Gerber 2000; Ott, Serlin, and Migm 2002; Goler 2004; Connor and Rhode
2003; Clarke 2011; and Nelson 2012.
A few popular Southern poems did fenture or recognire veterans with disabilities, includ.
ing "Hospital Duties"; "The Return"; "The Empty Sleevet by Dr. J. R. Bagby; and "Little
Giffin," by Dr. Frnncis O. Ticknor. All of these can be found in the volume War Songs and
Poems ofthe Southern Confederacy, i86i- i865, compiled by H. M. Wharton. On the typical
differences between Northern and Southern songs, see Moseley 1991.
On the impact of the war's death toll and Americans' struggles to find meaning in the carnage, see Faust 2009.
In his essay in this volume, Michael Accinno discusses the role of music in the treatment
of disabled veterans in public spaces and shows that musical performances such as organ
grinding created opportunities for veterans to visually and sonically assert their rightful
place in these spaces.
See Bruce Quaglia's essay in this volume.
As explained in the first part of this essay, the idea of sacrificing the wholeness of one's
body in order to maintain the wholeness of the Union would have resonated much differently in the North. The prevalence of this idea may further explain why poems and songs
about amputee veterans appeared more frequently in the North than in the South.
It has been suggested that an increase in one-hand piano works in the 1870s and 188os
reflected an interest in marketing these pieces to amputee veterans (Lerner 2006 and
Garland-Thomson 2009). It is probable, however, that few of these pieces were published
with amputee veterans in mind. A survey ofthe main bibliographies ofone-handed piano
music, Edel 1994 and Patterson 1999, indicates that the models for most of these pieces
were European one-hand piano works and etudes that explored pianistic virtuosity. If the
sheet music publishers had intended to market music that was accessible to amputee veterans, one would have C."<J>ected these works to begin appearing earlier, before the market for
Civil War-related sheet music bottomed out almost immediately after hostilities ceased
Notably, the 1870s and 1880s marked a sharp decline in songs about disabled veterans (see
Figure 22.1). It is Ukely that the idea of publishing music for and by amputee veterans did
not emerge until the wars ofthe twentieth century (see Howe 2010).
The cross-gender ventriloquism of many of these songs raises some of the same questions
that pertain to Robert Schumann's song cycle Fraue11liebe u11d Lebc11, op. 42. There are a
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number of interesting parallels between the song cyde and the songs about amputee vet~
erans, including the fact that the cycle opens with a staring encounter and a reference to
disability; the first two lines in the first lied are "Seit ich ihn gesehen, / Galub ich blind zu
sein" [Since first seeing him,/ I think I am blind).
Hanaford is identified as "Mrs. P.A. Hanaford" in the sheet music. She published prolifically and often under her initials and last name.
These hospital newspapers present a wealth ofinformation on the experiences of disabled
and ill soldiers, the medical history ofth is period, and the Civil Waritself. Recently, efforts
to digitize close to full runs of some of these papers has made this information accessible
for the first time. Many of the newspapers printed for hospitals around Washington, DC,
are available digitally as part of the Civil War Washington website at http://www.civil•
wardc.org/texts/newspapers/.
The West Philadclpliia Hospital Register was one of the earliest hospital newspapers
to begin publishing, and it had a wide circulation. The paper was published at Satterlee
General Hospital, which was a flagship, cutting.edge hospital that modeled many of the
Civil War era reforms of the medical system.
LE. G. is a play on "Elegy."
As Fahs notes, the "individualized sentimental soldier was coded as white in Northern
popular literature" (Fahs 2000, 129).
Michael Accinno details the ways in whiclt amputee veterans were treated differently than
other marginalized groups in his essay in this volume.
Because of the quality of medical care, many men were afraid of dying not in battle with
honor but in a hospital due to inadequate medical care. This anxiety is the basis for a brief
anonymous piece of s.itire that was reprinted in numerous hospital newspapers under
the title "An Off-Hand Joke." It turns the disability encounter into a darkly humorous
moment: "A sturdy sergeant of one of the Massachusetts regiments being obliged to submit to have his hand amputated, the surgeon offered to administer chloroform as usual,
but the veteran refused, saying: "Ifthe cutting was to be done on him he wanted to see it."
And laying his arm on the table submitted to the operation without a sign of pain except a
firmer setting of the teeth. The operator, as he finished, looked at his victim with admiration, and remarked: "You ought to have been a surgeon my man." "Was the next thing to
one afore I enlisted," said the hero. "What was that?" asked the doctor. "A butclter~ replied
the sergeant, with a grim smile, whiclt, despite the circwnstances, communicated itself to
the bystanders."
Whether or not such a story happened at the Battle of Stones River in the manner in
which the story became famous is impossible to say. However, a virtually identical story
titled "Good Bye, Old Friend" appe.ired on the front page of the August 15, 1861, White
Cloud Kansas Chief and attributed the act to a soldier at the battle of Big Bethel, one of
the earliest battles of the Civil War. This story appeared in print only four months after
the war began, and almost sixteen months before Stones River. It seems likely tltat the tale
reprinted in tlte sheet music was not an original story, but one that had cryst.illized into a
particularly well-known version. Like .iny good myth, the story was based in some truth
and remained in popular memory long after tlte war. For e.tample, .in 1890 essay .ibout a
former Northern general John Logan, who had recently passed away, mentioned that he
kept a framed copy of this story hanging ne.tt to his own portrait in his Civil War photo
gallery. The article stated, "General Logan was very fond ofdwelling on tltis sad and inspiring incident" (Crowley 1890, 373). As late as 1905, the story appeared in print in one of
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chaplain John Sayers's renowned Memorial Day sermons that he delivered to veterans at
Gettysburg.
20. The story was actually by a young physician named Silas Weir Mitchell, who wrote it in
response to the phantom limbs phenomena he was witnessing among his patients. These
phenomena were not considered real by the medical community at the time, and Mitchell
could not get his work published in medical outlets, so he resorted to publishing his work
as an anonymous work offiction,
21. The poem appeared in many civilian and military hospital newspapers, often with varia•
lions to the words, and sometimes under the name Lewis Barker.
22. Many of these portraits were made for the Army medical museum, which kept an incredible photographic and documentary record ofwar wounds and deaths. The massive effort
to collect data about the war eventually resulted in the publication of the six folio, 6,000
page, fifty-six-pound Medical a11d Surgical History ofthe Warof thc Rebellio11. This history
took 23 years to compile and the intervention ofCongress to publish it. Its printing reportedly cost over s100,ooo (the equivalent ofover Sl.25 million dollars today).
23. See Blake Howe's essay in this volume.
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CHAPTER 23
cc

THE ABSURD DISORDERING
,,
OF NOTES
Dysfunctional Memory in the Post-Traumatic
Music ofIvor Gurney

BETH KEYES

After all, myfriend, it is better to live a grey life in mt4d and danger, so long
as 011e uses it- as I trust I am now doing- as a means to a11 end. Someday
all this experience may be crystallized and glorified in me; a11d men shall
learn by chance fragments in a string quartet or sympl1011y. what thoughts
haunted tl,e minds of me11 wlio watched the darkness grimly in desolate
places.
- Ivor Gurney, Private 3895 (British Army)
Southern France: December 15, 19161

four grueling months between July and November of 1916, along a twenty-five
mile stretch of the Western Front that crossed over the River Somme, over a million
Allied men were engaged in one of the most callously bloody battles In the history of
twentieth-century warfare.2 Stationed in the region of Pozieres during the height of
the conflict was George Butterworth, a thirty.one. year-old composer from Yorkshire
County who served as Lieutenant of the 13th Battalion Durham Light Infantry. On the
fifth of August, while fighting in a trench later named in his honor, Butterworth was shot
and killed by sniper's fire. He was one of nearly 420,000 British soldiers to be labeled a
casualty during the Battle of the Somme (Hart 2008, 528). As a consequence of one •Of
Britain's grandest offensive failures, his notorious death has since come to mark the symbolic end of an innocent idealism that had led 1he nation's people through the beginning
ofthe Great War (Riley 2oio, 147}.
Before ending up on lhe riverbanks of northern France in 1916, Butterworth had
been a promising student at the Royal College ofMusic (RCM). where he had garnered
much praise for his refined settings of traditional British poetry (Hold 2002, 234- 243).
FoR
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